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Reviewer's report:

The paper is interesting and provide some vital information on structural modelling of public health lean structures yet authors conclude appear not robust enough and not founded model analysis that CSFs cannot be viewed in isolation, as they all have significance at different dimensions of capability within the organisation, so such analysis required methodological analysis and and deep exploration for more appropriate models suitability.

Major comment

The lean strategy has been well explore elsewhere based on current litterature, but poorly understood and applied in AFRica including SA.

- it is not clear to what extent and how the i Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA) impact on observational, descriptive study with quantitative analysis and interpretation?

- qualitative variables seem to have been given less attention and is worrisome based on self-administered, semi-structured questionnaire approach of data collection?

Methodologically it is unscientific to state:During several iterations of EFA structures, some variables were dropped along the way... what are the criteria and if those variables were meaningless why recoding and collating them from the onset?

- The methods need to be revised as the data collection and structuring seem faulty for latent constructs identification and characterisation as I recommend a more robust multivariate analysis

- based on authors conclusion, an appropriate model and approach to data and set criteria should be define to address the inadequacies due to CSFs CSFs cannot be viewed in isolation, as they all have significance at different dimensions of capability within the organisation

Minor comments

- The english language should be greatly improve for coherence and flow to the readership
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